
SPRING ’20 REVIEW…
This edition is both the easiest and yet the most 
difficult one to write, as there’s not been an awful lot 
of club activity of late, due to you know what! 
The only real thing to report over the spring quarter 
was our weekly club ride on Zoom, when each & 
every Wednesday a few of us popped our club kit 
on, jumped on our turbos/rollers/spin bikes (or 
whatever we have available) and had a social spin 
for an hour or so. 
It was so nice that a group of our members were 
committed to keeping the club ride flame burning 
during these unique times, so a huge ‘thanks’ is due 
to those for their unwavering support. #respect.
Now that the warmer, lighter and hopefully drier 
evenings are with us, we’ve decided to shelve the 
Zoom rides until September (though if we get a rainy 
Wednesday we can always lay on an impromptu 
one) Instead of the rides we are now doing an online 
replacement of the post ride drinks we alway have 
after our Wednesday evening Summer Series rides. 
So please make the effort to join us each 
Wednesday at 9pm for these (obviously having 
gotten out on you bike beforehand!). The link for the 
Zoom drinks  & chat will be posted each week in our 
General Chat WhatsApp group. 
Let’s all keep the faith and we will all hopefully be 
rolling together as one on the road sometime in the 
future.
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COMING UP…
Saturday 8th June 

Given that the earliest that 
camp sites, air BnB etc. will 
possibly be allowed to 
open is Saturday July 4th 
we have regrettably had to 
cancel this year’s trip. We 
aim to return next year.

The annual Brighton ride. 
Ride has been cancelled 
due to Covid-19. The lack 
of daylight hours later in 
the year would make it 
tricky to run safely and 
enjoyably then.

Friday 3rd - Sunday 5th July

Sunday 22nd Sept.

Save The Date(s)

Friday 15th Nov.

At present we are 
operating on the premise of 
our scheduled events 
being able to take place, 
though we do appreciate 
that the current situation is 
not clear and even when it 
is that  circumstances may 
well change in the future.  
So for now please put 
these dates in your diary 
and keep an eye on the 
VCC Announcements feed 
on WhatsApp for more up 
to date news on all matters 
VC Colets.
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